Soil Science on Vacation—North to Alaska
Russell Losco

I

n August a few years ago, I was lucky enough to take my son and
accompany six friends on a two-week trip to Alaska. We arrived in
Anchorage on August 6 and spend two weeks traveling, sightseeing,
and fishing, but mostly fishing. One of our group described to our first
outfitter our proposed daily itinerary as “Eat, fish, eat, fish, drink, eat,
sleep, then repeat daily.” Our first outfitter had planned for us some
fossil hunting and mineral gathering trips, but, unfortunately, democracy
won out and the majority vote was to forego those trips to spend more
time fishing. Still, as a soil scientist, I couldn’t help but be struck by the
geologic and pedologic processes going on all around us. I dutifully kept
pointing out interesting features to my friends but often got responses
ranging from polite nods to blank stares and the occasional “That’s nice
but I’m trying to land this salmon, right now.”
Even while on the flight to Anchorage, features of the landscape
that I had previously only read about were illustrated. Flying over North
Dakota brought excellent views of the prairie potholes. Flying over the
Chugach Mountains south of Anchorage brought my first glimpses of
glaciers and glacial interbraided streams.
Our first full day took us upstream along the Matanuska River,
a glacial river with a broad flat channel, most of which is more than
a half mile wide, filled with interbraided meandering channels. It was
breathtaking to look over this river, gray and opaque with its sediment
load, the Chugach Mountains as a backdrop, and watch the wind picking up clouds of loess. After spending significant amounts of my time
examining loess in the field that has been in place for millennia, it was
interesting to watch it being created and re-deposited. One day had us
fishing Weiner Lake for rainbow trout. Much of the lake bottom is stony,
but broad sections in the lee of the cliffs to the north of the lake are covered in two to three feet of loess. My companions kept complaining
about the thick “muck” that made wading and walking difficult. I repeatedly pointed out to them that it was, in fact, loess and not muck. This
was complicated when we did encounter some muck while crossing a
section of emergent wetland and one of our party tripped and fell into
the shallow water.
One of the locals pointed out that each glacial river has a slightly
different color depending on the glacier that feeds it and the bedrock
that is being ground up by that glacier. We noticed, for example a distinct difference between the Matanuska River with a color of around N7/,
the Tonsina River at around 5PB8/1, and the Kenai River at about 5G7/2.
Our guide mentioned as an interesting trivia fact that, if you fill a water
bottle with the glacial water and take it home that the sediment would
not settle out within your lifetime. I followed up with an explanation of
Stokes’s Law and colloidal suspension of clay particles, which none in
the group appreciated.
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Our first three nights were spent on the south slopes of the Talkeetna Mountains overlooking the Matanuska glacier. One evening (it
stayed light until 10:00 p.m. so we had a tendency to overdo things) we
took the opportunity to hike out about one-half mile onto the glacier. The
term moraine means much more to me now that I’ve hiked across several fresh ones. The Matanuska glacier, like almost all, if not all of the
glaciers in Alaska has receded significantly in recent years, losing more
than a mile of ice in the last 15 to 20 years. We also visited the Columbia
glacier, or at least the iceberg field that calved from it, on a sightseeing
cruise. This glacier has receded more than 7 miles in less than 25 years.
The controversy about global warming is no controversy in Alaska.
They see it all the time in the receding glaciers, the shorter winters, the
warmer summers (it was 15–20 degrees warmer in Alaska than it was
here in Pennsylvania while we were there), the thinning winter ice packs,
and in the migration of warm climate species to Alaska.
The most striking feature that I noticed was when we flew in a floatplane across the Redoubt Bay Critical Habitat Area on the way to fish for
silver salmon. This area of glacial outwash capped with loess in many
ways reminded me of what the Delmarva Peninsula probably looked
like when we had glaciers in northern Pennsylvania. As we flew over I
saw meandering streams lined by trees, and in some areas meandering
double rows of trees with no stream between them. This would appear
to be meandering streams that have silted in to the point that they lose
their gradient, stop flowing, and then get filled in with loess and disappear, leaving only the trees to mark where they used to be. This would
explain some of the variations that I have seen in the coastal plain of
Delaware where loess overlays outwash and the Bt–C horizon boundary
can sometimes vary unexpectedly.
Alaska is a very seismically active area, as evidenced by the 1964
earthquake, which registered over 9.0 on the Richter scale. Vast areas
of the Matanuska Valley, which had been valuable farmland before the
earthquake, dropped as much as 20 feet in elevation during the earthquake, becoming tidal flats. Evidence of old houses and barns are still
visible among the wetlands of the tidal flats. Last year, a rockslide at the
site where we stayed near the Matanuska Glacier, turned approximately
20 acres of forest into a boulder field. One evening, while we sipped
cocktails before dinner, we witnessed a smaller rockslide in the Talkeetna Mountains, which coincided with an earthquake registering 3.6 on the
Richter scale occurring north of us near Fairbanks. We also experienced
two small rockslides while fishing along Sheep Creek, south of Denali.
That same day, while fishing along the Little Susitna Creek, after
videotaping my son landing a large red salmon, our fishing guide asked
me if I wanted to videotape a small sand bar that he pointed out to me.
When I said no, he pointed out that it contained gold. We were easily able
to “pan” for small flakes of gold simply by scooping up sand in the palms
of our hands. This experience kept us watchful at all of our fishing stops.
Whole careers could be, and probably will be, spent discussing
the soils and geology of Alaska, so I can barely do it justice here. I urge
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anyone who has the opportunity to travel to Alaska and spend some
time on the ground there. There is enough there that is of interest to any
earth scientist or interested person to fill as much time as you want to
spend. The fishing is pretty impressive too, but this is the wrong venue
for that discussion. Anyone interested in viewing additional photographs
of our trip can go to http://www.kevinmunrosmith.com/Alaska2004/
Alaska.htm, a website built by one of our party.
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From top left...
Author on Matanuska glacier, fishing with glacial geology in
the background, Chugach Mountains, Matanuska overlook,
author demonstrating the use of silver salmon to measure
bulk soil density, flying to Cook Inlet, interbraided streams,
the Matanuska Glacier.
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